
In the Great Basin, First Day of Spring 
(Summer Lake, Oregon) 

The storm smashes the marsh grasses,  
whips up the willows, crochets 
then unravels the lake’s glossy lace. 

Snow whirls in billows of rice-like noise,  
steel roofs thunder on their rafters.  
   
When it dies,  
in the silence 

mourning doves  
wearing noon’s aureoles 
coo by the chicken coop.  

The soul tenses against both the wind  
and the stillness, 
unsure here of its nature-- 

is it a mouse in the marsh grass? 
That little alkali island in the wide, grey lake? 
Or is it the grass, the lake? 

Notes on the poem: 

This poem began as a cento, using lines from poems in the February, 2012 issue of Poetry magazine. As the poem 
developed, most of the original “borrowed” lines and stanzas dropped our entirely, replaced by my own. Below are 
the source citations for the borrowed lines which recognizably remain. 

The first couplet was inspired by the first two line of the poem, Sick to Death of the Hardpan Shoulder,  by Greg 
Glazner (Poetry, Feb 2012). Glazner’s lines read “February shakes the fields/ and trembles in each yellow willow”. 

Lines 8-10  borrow lines 1-3 from  the poem, What the Dove Sings”,  by Carol Frost (Ibid). Frost’s lines read “The 
mourning dove/ wearing noon’s aureole/ coos from the rhododendron.” 



Original cento & source citations: 

February shakes the fields 
and trembles in each yellow willow.  (6) 

The mourning dove 
wearing noon’s aureole 
coos from the rhododendron. (3) 

The froth of noise 
the undersides of cedars make  (1) 

The live nerves of the wire fence 
and firs. (2) 

The soul scrambles across screes 
The soul (4) 

Zither of chromatic scale  
Quicksilver into tall grasses. (5) 

Citations: 

(1) “Sick to Death of the Hardpan Shoulder” lines 1-2, Greg Glazner, Poetry, Feb 2012 

(2) “In Whose Unction”, lines 2-3, Greg Glazner (Ibid) 

(3) “What the Dove Sings”, lines 1-3, Carol Frost (Ibid) 

(4) “Imaginary Number”, lines 8-9, Vijay Seshadri, Ibid) 

(5) “Momentary”, lines10 & 12, A.E. Stallings (Ibid) 

(6) “From ‘Coleshill’”, lines 13 & 14, Fiona Sampson


